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IACOBUCCI HF AEROSPACE INTRODUCES ROBUSTA, ITS BRAND
NEW COFFEE MAKER FOR AIRPLANES.
April 14th, 2015 – Ferentino (FR) Italy. IACOBUCCI HF AEROSPACE, world leader of innovative, integrated
and exclusive solutions for commercial and business aircraft, will display in Hamburg at Aircraft Interiors
Exhibition, ROBUSTA, its brand new Coffee Maker designed to enhance the coffee experience on board.

IACOBUCCI HF AEROSPACE SpA, worldwide leader of espresso machines for aviation, introduces in Hamburg,
at Aircraft Interiors Exhibition - 14-16 April 2015 - its brand new coffee maker ROBUSTA. Following the success
of the induction oven GUSTO, the only certified unit for aircraft that allows airlines to cook food on board for their
premium passengers like in a 5 stars restaurant, with this new coffee maker, the Italian supplier IACOBUCCI HF
AEROSPACE aims to repeat the worldwide success of its Espresso line.

Lowest weight, best performance through innovative brewing technology, best extraction process for top
quality coffee, the new unit makes coffee, tea or just hot water in seconds at touch of a button. Available in
ATLAS and ARINC applications and weighting only 7,5 kg, the company guarantees the new machine will offer the
best coffee experience in the aviation. "I strongly believe the market is ready for a newly developed coffee
maker that, on top of being reliable and lowest in weight, makes at last good coffee in all cabins", adds Lucio
Iacobucci, President and CEO of IACOBUCCI HF AEROSPACE.
Thanks to an intuitive control panel without handle, the new ROBUSTA can brew 1,6 liters of your favorite blend of
coffee or tea in less than 150 seconds with no recovery time between cycles. Of a darker color, more intense
fragrance and aroma, the coffee made with the new machine is a kind of experience that will please all coffee
lovers. Mounted on rail with easy interface for installation and removal and using state-of-the-art technology, the
unit performs cycle after cycle with lowest noise level, reduced power consumption and highest reliability.

About IACOBUCCI HF AEROSPACE
The company is worldwide leader in the development, production and distribution of galley inserts, trolleys and
Seating products for both commercial and business aviation. The company boasts a consolidated experience in
the design, production, certification and maintenance of Espresso Makers, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash
compactors, Induction ovens, Cooking stations, Trolleys, Standard units, Seating products, accessories and
consumables. With over 40 years of experience in the aviation industry and a strong focus on product innovation,
over the past 10 years, the company has expanded largely its business, product portfolio and production capacity
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to better serve its loyal customers. Thanks to its premium, made in Italy, durable and innovative products range
and its best in-class customer service, the company is the 1st choice among elite Airlines and private jet
customers throughout the world. The Company is present in the main international markets through direct offices
and local representatives in key Countries in addition to a professional network of repair and maintenance
authorized stations in the 5 continents.
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